












Local animal feeding operations are very mild, the ones referred to in the Act are owned by either 
national companies or Chinese companies that have 2500 - 5000 pigs in one building.

Commissioner Laurie Munns is concerned with hobbling our local, smaller operations when 
setting down rules. She thinks we need to be very careful of what we do here as not to damage our 
base in order to protect people from China.

Staff Destin Christiansen said there is a number of recommendations the state requires the County 
to look into.
(See Attachment No. 2 - CAFO Act-Requirement Section.)

Commissioner Mellonee Wilding needs a clear definition of a CAFO. Where does it cross the line?

Commissioner Laurie Munns does not have a working knowledge of CAFOs. She would like more 
information from the larger feeding operations. She directed staff to talk with Representative Ben
Ferry and the FSA to gather more information.

Commissioner Jared Holmgren said one of the things instigated in a county in Southern Utah,
where their main source of agriculture income is hog farms, is they need to be 10 miles away from
the closest resident to build a hog farm. Someone found a place to build one and then were not 
allowed to populate it. He does not want anyone telling anyone that cannot raise livestock. Box 
Elder County is an agriculture county. He would rather have the pigs than people.

County Commissioner Jeff Scott said Senator Sandal and Representative Ferry are the sponsors of 
SB 130, which created the CAPO ordinance. He suggested staff contact them. If the County does
not decide what our CAPO ordinance is going be the state will decide for us.

Staff will talk to Representatives Larkin, Sandal and Ferry, and Jim Hall at FSA. Staff will also 
find out about how Cache County runs the facility in Benson and will clarify the definition of
“water”. Staff will have the GIS department start mapping areas for geographic and topo data.

Home Businesses - Discussion

Staff asked for direction from the Commission on Home Businesses. The existing ordinance allows 
up to nine employees. The original definition was quite broad stating if a service was being 
provided to residential or agriculture, but what staff has been seeing is a lot of industrial type
services. Home Occupations does not allow for outside employees, it only allows for family 
members. Staff is looking at lowering the number of employees and the types of businesses 
allowed and spelling it out more specifically.

Commissioner Mellonee Wilding thinks trucking companies ought to be outside of the realm of a 
home business. Staff said there is a repair shop in Harper Ward under a Home Occupation not a
Home Business as he no employees but he has 40 cars on the lot instead of the 4 cars allowed 
under a Home Business. It can be a regulation nightmare. Commissioner Wilding feels we need to 
significantly narrow the definition of a Home Business and it needs to fit the character of the
business better.
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